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Although the group of r-stems contained merely five nouns (brōðor, dohtor, fæder, mōdor, sweostor), 

all of them were very high frequency core items which have survived till the present day. These 

nouns, generally classified as members of the same group, in Old English are believed to have 

represented three morphological types (Hogg and Fulk 2011: 137) according to the endings they 

attached. Their most characteristic morphological features included lack of any marking in genitive 

singular and the absence of a distinctive plural ending (except for fæder, which already in OE took -

as; Mincoff 1972: 90). In Middle English, such nouns in plural (1) exhibit no marking (e.g. broðre, 

sustre), (2) attach the endings -s, -n (e.g. brothers, doughtres vs. broðren, doghtren), (3) use mutation 

(e.g. breþer, deȝter), or (4) have double marking with a mutated vowel and an ending (e.g. breþren, 

deȝtters).  

 The study traces the lexical distribution of plural forms of r-stems in Middle English texts, i.e. verifies 

which items were the first to attach the endings of the original strong (-s) and weak 

(-n) declensions and which were most resistant to that proces. The research also aims to show to what 

extent the shape of forms was determined by the provenance of the texts. Thus, the study verifies 

Newman’s (2008) findings based on the Helsinki Corpus about the northern/eastern preference for 

zero or -s plurals versus -n attachment in the western and south-eastern areas. The preliminary results 

suggest that of the five, father and mother were most prone to take plural -s. And although certain 

dialectal preferences are observed, e.g. common n-forms in southeastern and western areas, 

alternative forms were also frequent. The findings obtained from the research will complete the 

picture of the process of s-plural marker spread in English and also serve as the point of reference for 

the future examination of the regularization of the genitive singular -s in the group of nouns of 

relationship.  

 The data for the study come from the corpus of texts in the Linguistic Atlas of Early Middle English 

and the Corpus of Middle English Prose and Verse.       
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